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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good afternoon my name is Anthony Pocengal from Solar turbines and im here today to present on the topic of reducing methane in the transmission and  storage sector from centrifugal gas compressors 
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Agenda
• Regulatory Developments for Centrifugal 

Gas Compressors
• Centrifugal Gas Compressor Methane 

Emissions
• Methane Emissions Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For todays agenda im going to start with an overview of the emerging emissions regulations in North America which affect centrifugal compressors as there have been some important regulatory developments related to methane emissions here In Canada and also on a smaller, more varied scale in the US; then ill provide a background on gas compressor seal system emissions and then finish up with a brief overview of some options that can be used to minimize methane releases from centrifugal compressor operations – deferring to the guys (get names) from GE Baker Hughes who will go into more detail on such applications
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Gas Compressor Package
with Dry Gas Seal System
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
So as an overview of why we are here today: the historical focus of regulations and permitting on gas turbine emissions from the combustion process is now being expanded to also include gas compressors, including those with modern, state of the art dry gas seal systems which emit methane during operation.  Gas compressor venting during outages or maintenance activities is also becoming subject to regulatory limits in a growing number of places in the midstream sector.
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Background – Compressor Regulations –
N. America (Federal CAN/USA +AB/BC)
• Voluntary Reductions Obviate Regulations
• Production Focus
• EPA 2012 OOOO – ‘Upstream’ Wet Seal 

Compressors - VOC
• (Paris 2015)
• EPA 2016 OOOOa – Midstream – Methane – DGS 

NA
• ECCC 2018 – Precedent for World – DGS Limits

• AB – D060; BC 286/2018 (amends 282/2010 D&P Reg 
of OGAA)  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to kick off this subject of regulations affecting gas compressors I’d like to point out that historically, the voluntary steps that the industry has taken to prevent fugitive methane releases has really allayed for the most part the need for overriding command and control types of regulations outside of the production sector.  The US emissions regulations for gas compressors which were really formally initiated back in 2012 with the EPA New Source Performance Standard ‘quad O’ which only affected new modified or reconstructed wet seal compressors in the upstream and gathering and processing applications. Quad O was specified for Volatile Organic Compunds or VOCs and had the co-benefit of reducing methane through the implementation of the VOC controls. Then in 2015 we had the Paris climate agreements which was a main driver for this push to mitigate fugitive methane from midstream oil and gas operations.  So in 2016 EPA revised quad O to quad OA which brought in the midstream sector and was specific to methane.  Of significance, dry gas seals are considered state of the art for quad OA so no requirements for dry gas seal emissions were imposed.  Then last year Environment and Climate Change Canada finalized the ‘Upstream Oil and Gas Rule ‘ which really represents a precedent in the world in that emissions limits are established for centrifugal compressors even those with modern, state of the art dry gas seals; and then of course Alberta and British Columbia quickly followed with their own rules which are similar but with stricter limits.  Alberta’s rule is being implemented thru Directive 060 and in BC thru amendment 286 to the Drilling and Production Regulation under the Oil and Gas Activities Act.      OOOOa rollback – basically return to OOOO since the OOOOa was somewhat redundant since VOC controls control methane (assuming Jim will talk about this ask him).  BC – Oil and Gas Activites Act – 286 amends Reg 282
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CANADA – Centrifugal Compressor 
Seal Emissions Limits*

Rule 01 Jan 2022 01 Jan 2023
Federal - ECCC

New 0.14 m3/min (4.94 scfm)

Existing <5 MW: 0.34 m3/min (12.0 scfm)
>=5 MW: 0.68 m3/min (24.0 scfm) 

Alberta – D060

New (on/after 1/1/22) 0.057 m3/min (2.0 scfm)

Existing (prior to 1/1/22) 0.17 m3/min (6.0 scfm)

British Columbia – 286/2018

New (on/after 1/1/21) 0.057 m3/min (2.0 scfm)

Existing (prior to 1/1/21) 0.17 m3/min (6.0 scfm)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This chart summarizes the federal and provincial rules for centrifugal gas compressor seal emissions limits.  On a federal basis compliance with these limits will be required for both new and existing units by January first 2023 and in the provinces of Alberta and British Columbia new units installed after january first 2022 have to a rather tight limit of 2 scfm.  Note that there is a size consideration for existing units with the federal limits but and not for the provincial limits. The regulations in alberta and british Columbia have the same limits for both new and existing units although BC’s cutoff date for new vs exsisting is January 1 2021, one year earlier than Alberta which results in existing units in alberta have one more year to comply.  So I want to point that these rules are not just precendents and novel for Canada but these rules are a UNIVERSAL precedent as other than in some areas of Germany, emissions from compressor dry gas seal systems have been considered as THE state of the art or the BAT – best available technique - since they are the preferred industry standard and are associated with relatively low methane leakage rates
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• ‘LARGE’ = facility producing and receiving at least 60 000 m3 of 
hydrocarbon gas in any of the previous five years of operations

• As of January 1, 2023, facilities delivering/processing 60,000 m3 of 
hydrocarbons per year must not vent more than 15,000 m3 per 
year.  Exemptions – blowdowns, SUSD, and emergencies. 

• As of January 1, 2023, facilities using natural-gas-powered 
pneumatic controllers must ensure that on-going emissions remain 
below 0.17m³ per hour.  Exemptions for safety/response time 
concerns.

• As of January 1, 2020…LDAR 3x/yr…repair within 30 days of 
discovery (operating) [LEAK = 500 ppmv HCs]

Venting and Flaring Limits – CAN Federal 
– Large Facilities 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now as well as the seal system emissions, venting and flaring limits are also imposed thru the new rules.  Outlined here are some major requirments of the federal ECCC rule for LARGE facilities which are defined as having a throughput of 60 thousand cubic meters in ANY OF THE PREVIOUS 5 years of operations.  Note that these requirements here are on the facility or site basis and include the compressor emissions but are not specific to compressors only.   A limit of 15000 cubic meters per year starts in 2023 with some exemptions, importantly for blowdowns.   Also in 2023 pneumatic controller leak rates must be less than .17 cubic meters per hour.  And of course as most have heard 3 LDAR surveys per year are required starting next year.AB/BC similar but more strict
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• EPA 2016 OOOOa
• State Regulations 

• California
• Colorado (Reg 7)

• New in 2017/18:  State Regs AND 
Permitting - Compressor Stations

• Colorado, New Mexico
• Maryland, New York
• Pennsylvania, Virginia

Midstream Compressor Regulations - USA

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alright so moving now into the US emissions regulations for gas compressors which were really initiated for midstream facilities as I mentioned before in 2016 with the EPA quad OA rule which did not impose any limits on dry gas seal emissions or any limits on venting or flaring in general.  Since then several states passed regulations affecting gas compressors for example: California’s ‘oil and gas rule’ and a revision to Colorados regulation 7 and for both of these dry gas seals are still considered state of the art and no emissions limits were imposed.  So its only in the last few years since dry gas seals are starting to come into scope for regulatory consideration and this is occurring on a state regulation and permitting basis where compressor stations are being looked at rather intensely for potential methane reductions.  So around 2017 and 2018 states started to go down this road of scritizinizing compressor stations for methane emissions.  For example Colorado and new Mexico are looking at methane at compressor emissions thru new and revised state oil and gas regulations.  States like Maryland and new York are developing regulations that include compressor stations from an overall climate change perspective and states like Pennsylvania and Virgina are implememntnig new controls on methane during the air permitting process.   OOOOa rollback – basically return to OOOO since the OOOOa was somewhat redundant since VOC controls control methane   VA – new permit has ‘vent gas reduction system’ and pressurized hold req
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Dry Seals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now moving on to the background on the seal emissions we’ll start with the dry seal sytem.  So in centrifugal gas compressors the seal systems are used to form a high pressure barrier to maintain the process gas within the compressor case so it may be pressurized and discharged into the pipeline.  This cutaway diagram of a compressor shaft and dry seal system shows some of the basic components.  We have the primary seal which uses a high pressure seal gas to maintain the process gas within the compressor.  The seal gas is typically pressurized process gas, ie methane for a typical natural gas compression station, and since the seal gas pressure is slightly higher than the suction and discharge pressures, most of the seal gas is returned to the compression process thru a labrynth seal passage.  There is a portion of the seal gas that leaks across the seal face and is emitted through a primary vent to atmosphere which represents the point source for the gas compressor seal system emissions.  In a typical configuration there is also a secondary seal which acts as a backup in case of primary seal failure and a separation seal which typically uses pressurized air or nitrogen to separate the seal system from the compressor end-bearings. As an example, for a Solar C45 compressor the seal gas supply requires a flow of 235 scfm with a typical compressor throughput of about 8000 scfm.  Now on this last point about the relative flows and going back to the primary vent which emits the seal gas leakage – hypothetically if nitrogen is used as the seal gas no methane is emitted from the primary vent – but the reason this is not really practiced is the need for a constant supply of nitrogen which is consumed into the process gas and which can also affect the process gas composition, although to a small degree  INVENT SEPARATOR FOR CH4 AND N2 TO PREVENT N2 FROM ENTERING PROCESS Internal vs external source for seal gas.  Cleaned process gas typical. N2 can be used – zero emissions from primary. Seal gas circulated through and out primary vent to atmosphere.System is meant to leak during normal operation
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Dry Seals

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The emissions from a dry seal system are directly proportional to the compressor suction pressure.  So in this particular example for a Solar C45 compressor operating at a suction pressure of 1000 psig the primary seal vent is emitting about 13-14 scfm which is methane for the typical system configuration and which represents the upper range of the expected values. JAN1 2020 in AB – test every 9000 hrs.  Federal: test by 1/1/21.
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Wet Seals
Wet Seal 
Emissions 

• 40-200 scfm
(EPA)

• System 
Config 
– De-gas    

Recycle/     
Venting

• Measurement 
– Volume 

AND   
Speciation 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are also what are termed wet seals which use pressurized lube oil to form the compressor seal.  A pressurized buffer gas, which is typically the process gas ,is used to keep the pressurized seal oil from getting into the compressor body and the pipeline.  At the seal face the seal oil absorbs the buffer gas and so this entrained gas must be released from the seal oil in a de-gassing process which typically uses a series of float traps and a dedicated de-gassing tank before routing the seal oil back to the lube oil tank.  Now this is basically 1970s technology and the emissions from the de-gassing process depend on how the system is configured, particularly with how the traps and de-gas tank route the hydrocarbons released from the seal oil. The reference range of 40-200 scfm of methane from the EPA’s greenhouse gas inventory represents the higher end of values and there are options to reduce these emissions, for example by routing the de-gas emissions back into the buffer gas supply or process gas.  But it all depends on how this system is arranged. Another note is that when these emissions are measured it may be an important consideration to not only take the volumetric measurements but also obtain a grab sample of the vent gas for further analysis to determine how much of the volume is actually comprised of hydrocarbons as there may be air from other engine processes present, particularly if measurements are taken from the lube oil tank vent.    This block diagram Intsrument air, sparging air etc may pass thru lube oil tank.  25% LELIn wet seal systems, high-pressure oil (seal oil) is being injected into each bearing and seal assem- bly at a pressure above the process gas pressure. This seal oil prevents the escape of gas into the atmosphere or the lube system.A gaseous medium ("buffer gas"; usually natural gas) is then used in a similar way to prevent the migration of the seal oil into the compressor and to avoid any contact between seal oil and process gas (process gas may be heavy or sour). Part of the seal oil and the buffer gas mix inside the capsule and are then routed to an external device (trap) for separation and recycling.Solar compressors use large seal oil and buffer gas flows when compared with products from other manufacturers. Large seal oil flows increase the amount of oil exposed to buffer gas and more oil must be cleaned in the degassing tank. However, large buffer gas and seal oil flows indicate large seal clearances. Large clearances make a compressor less sensitive to contamination introduced with the process gas. Solar compressors with wet seals are therefore often found in gas "gathering" applications near a well head, where a marginal and changing process gas demands tolerance   tocontamination of all kind.The buffer gas system prevents the contact of seal oil with process gas by injecting a gaseous buffermedium (buffer gas) into the compressor capsules. The pressure of this buffer medium is regulatedto a level above the process gas suction pressure.
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Methane Emissions Management Options

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Mention pressurized hold. You also may want to mention somewhere about the capability to start from pressurized hold (GT torque capability). Aviding blow downs thru DGS conv.  Left pic – DGS conversion kit seal gas supply etc - AVNEETWhat is pic on left? 
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Methane Emissions Management Options -
DGS Thermal Oxidation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For a dry gas seal system emissions one solution is thermal oxidation with an enclosed burner.  Since the seal emissions are emitted at atmospheric pressure a back pressure module is attached to the primary vent and an accumulator tank allows volume to build up for routing to the burner. Primary vent pressure is increased above atmospheric pressureMethane is captured while process compressor is in operation
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Recompression System Product Concept - DGS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rather than thermal oxidation the seal emissions can be recompressed and then routed to a process such as to the station discharge or the turbine gas fuel supplyEND AND MENTION SERGIO WILL COVER DETAILS OF RECOMPRESSION SYSTEMS 
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Dry Seal Recompression System
Methane is captured while process compressor is in operation 
Pressure is increased from 0.2 bar (3 psi) to 138 bar (2000 psi)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recompression system has 3 main components like with the burner system but with a reciporacting motor-driven compressor used to boost the pressure up to whatever is appropriate for the intended process. 
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Recompression System Product Concept –
DGS and Process Venting

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Also an option to capture the compressor emissions during depressurization from the process vent is similar in concept 
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Process Vent Recompression System

Captures gas between suction and discharge valves 
Operational when depressurizing process gas compressor during a non-emergency shutdown
The compressor is depressurized to at least 30 psig before the unit process vent is opened

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From the compressor view this system can be used to capture the process gas between the suction and discharge valves during non-emergency shutdowns.  
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Process Vent Recompression System

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Right now using 8 hr and 24 hr depressurization times for 2 basic size configurations
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Process & Dry Seal Recompression System
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